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acs yamaha carbides
application #
V-Max 500/ 600/ 700/ XTC

year

bolt

part #

1997-2000

4

251-15

V-Max 500/ 600/ 700/ XTC

2001-2003

4

251-20

Venture 480

1991-1998

3

251-12

Venture 500/ 600/ 700

1997-2000

4

251-15

Venture

2001-2012

4

251-20

Vector

2005-2012

4

251-20

Viking VK 540

1988-1991

4

251-06

Viking VK 540

1993-2002

3

251-12

Viking, VK Professional

2007-2012

4

251-20

Viper, Venom

2002-2006

4

251-20

Warrior, RX-1

2003-2005

4

251-20

rail ice scratcher kits
PART #
ott1000

ski mount ice scratcher kits

DESCRIPTION
RAIL MOUNT ICE SCRATCHERS

◊ These ice
scratchers prevent hifax wear
and overheating
when riding on ice
or hard-packed
snow.
◊ They are spring loaded scratchers drag in the snow creating a
spray of ice chips into the skid frame, lubricating your hifax.
◊ They typically lower coolant temperatures up to 30° F on hardpacked snow.
◊ Sold in kit form, they are easy to install and allow removal of
extra wheels, thus eliminating up to 4 pounds .
◊ Hooks over rails when not in use.

reversable ice scratcher kits
PART #
ott2000

DESCRIPTION
REVERsIBLE CE SCRATCHER

◊ Twice the spray of traditional scratchers
◊ Durable scratcher/ski made of 316 stainless steel
◊ Scratcher/ski rotates to allow reverse operation
◊ Forward Position
◊ Reverse Position
◊ Up Position
◊ Reversible Ski/Scratcher

PART #
ott4000

PERFORMANCE

HELMETS &
APPAREL

snowmobile
ACCESSORIES

clutch & drive	

chains &
sprockets

DESCRIPTION
RAIL MOUNT ICE SCRATCHERS

These are based on the same design as our OTT1000 rail mount
reversible units but with a different bend profile. The ski is a 316
Stainless steel. They will mount through the spindle using a supplied M10 bolt. Also included is the standard hardware in case
someone wants to mount them to the plastic on the ski.
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flexible ice scratcher kits
PART #
ACS-ICE-02

DESCRIPTION
ICE SCRATCHER CABLE TYPE

The ACS Flexible Ice Scratcher is cutting edge with
a design that allows the snowmobiler to reverse
without snapping it. It has a replaceable carbide tip.
It is easily bolted on and combines superb durability
and universal fit for a great value.
◊ Reversible - made from an aggregate polymer
RMDS material that is both incredibly strong and
extremely flexible allowing you to go forward or in
reverse. No more breaking your scratchers.
◊ Replaceable Tips - allows you to easily replace
your Ice Scratchers’ tips at a minimum cost.
◊ Universal – Quick and easy installation on virtually
any snowmobile.
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